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IAG Quality Report
Partnering with industry to deliver
exceptional quality, service and value.
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Luke Gallagher
Executive General Manager
Short Tail Claims

IAG’s purpose – we make your world
a safer place, is underpinned by our
belief that we can make tomorrow
safer than it is today.
While the COVID-19 pandemic has
continued to challenge how we support
our property and motor customers with
their claims, our dedication to making
their world a safer place hasn’t wavered.
In fact, it’s stronger than ever.
For the ninth consecutive year, we’ve
published the results of our quality
inspections to reinforce our dedication to
ensuring all repairs meet our quality and
safety standards.
The principles and values that underpin
this are embedded across our entire
business, as is our focus on continuous
improvement to ensure our expert teams
are among the most highly trained in the
country.
Although COVID-19 again impacted the
number of quality inspections we could
do, we still completed more than 17,000
motor and property inspections to help
ensure we continue to deliver the best
possible experience for our customers.
Our partner repairers have shown a high
level of care and compassion for our
customers throughout the pandemic
while navigating the various lockdown
restrictions, and we’re grateful for their
support.
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A key priority for us is to be at the
forefront when it comes to adopting
the latest innovations and technology,
from virtual property assessments over
a smartphone video call to rolling out
advanced tarpaulin products to better
protect homes. This has allowed us to
overcome the range of challenges thrown
at us by the pandemic and extreme
weather events.
Increasing numbers of motor vehicles
on the market now feature the latest
Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
(ADAS), such as multiple collision sensors
or cameras. ADAS can be impacted
by a collision and may need to be
calibrated following repairs – even after a
windscreen replacement.
To ensure a quality, safe repair, we
require that every vehicle featuring ADAS
technology is scanned before and after
collision repairs.
IAG has a dedicated Major Event team
that helps our customers following
extreme weather events.
The past year has been demanding for
many communities who have suffered
multiple disasters – from cyclones to
extreme hailstorms, earthquakes, and
devastating floods.

In March 2021, heavy rain and severe
flooding impacted large areas of New
South Wales and Queensland. Our teams
were quickly on the ground to support
our customers with emergency make safe
repairs and temporary accommodation.
The NRMA Insurance helicopter, which is
usually deployed to help fight bushfires,
was made available to NSW emergency
authorities to help evacuate people who
had been isolated by floodwaters.
It was also recently deployed to northern
New South Wales, transporting SES
volunteer rescue teams and essential
supplies to isolated communities and
providing critical flood intelligence
across affected areas.
Whether it’s floods, fires, cyclones, or
hail we will continue to be there – on the
ground or in the air – for our customers
and the community when they need us
most.
And no matter what challenges come our
way, we’ll remain dedicated to quality,
safety, continuous improvement and
leading industry initiatives across the
Motor and Property portfolios, to make
your world a safer place.
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Our Quality Plan

Lifetime Guarantee

Parts Guidelines

Providing peace of mind to
our customers by guaranteeing
the workmanship of the repairs
we authorise.

Our Parts Guidelines simplify
authorising repairs and makes
our expectations of repairers
clearer.

Access to IAG Research
Centre motor vehicle
technical support and
information

Quality Inspections

Guidelines and Tools

Repair and inspection criteria
guidelines and repair
quality data.

Our RPCs work with the
repairers to improve quality
and manage our quality data.

Audits conducted based on a
standard checklist.

Quality audits
and monitoring
of processes

Regular reporting of
Quality Performance

We have a tailored smash repair training program for our motor
assessors nationally which complements existing training and is
backed by a highly- trained assessing workforce.

Our Motor and Property Quality
Framework provides protection for
our customers and gives them the
peace of mind that is an integral part
of a great repair experience.
IAG’s high quality repair standards
are underpinned by our Quality Plan
which is regularly reviewed by our
Insurance Supply Chain team.
Our investment in quality
inspections, documented guidelines,
tools and training, enables us to
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Repairer Premises
and Equipment Audit

Assessor Training

For measuring and managing quality. A consistent framework
for repairer performance management and a matrix for
handling quality issues and making improvements to
our repair management system.

How we deliver
Quality Repairs

Repair Performance
Consultant (RPC) Roles

deliver high quality repairs for our
customers and caters for the latest
technology.
Repair plans which identify the
correct repair methods in accordance
with documented manufacturers
technical specifications and
repair guidelines (including those
supplied by other industry agencies
or authorities), ensure we provide
our customers with a quality and
safe repair.
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Motor Repair

Motor Repair
Quality Snapshot

IAG’s Quality Repair Framework
provides our customers with
confidence in their vehicle
repairs, which is backed by
our lifetime guarantee.
The Quality Repair Framework brings
together our 10-point plan to monitor
and control quality performance.
This year the COVID-19 restrictions
limited our teams’ ability to perform
on site Quality Inspections. Despite
this, more than 14,000 quality
inspections were conducted by our
Motor Assessors and Auditors.

This valuable quality data is used
by our Repairer Performance
Consultants to work with repairers
to improve repair outcomes.

Quality Report Card Definitions
Safety issue
Significant rework/rectification
required due to poor repair
potentially compromising the
safety of the vehicle therefore
not meeting our quality and
safety standards.
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Quality issue
Repair issue requiring
slight or minimal rework
through to poor repair potentially
compromising the pre‑accident
condition of the vehicle.

Behavioural issue
Issues relating to repairs not
completed as authorised and
customer service.

Quality inspections
Detailed inspections performed by
our Motor Assessor or Auditors of
motor vehicle smash repairs.
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Quality Inspections
FY 2020 – 2021

14,481

4.70%

199

Number of
quality inspections

Quality inspections as
a % of authorised repairs

Number of
behavioural issues

1,434

95.4%

58

Number of quality
issues logged

Average
quality score

Number of potential
safety issues

Our Quality
Repair Criteria
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parts
Remove and Replace
Repairs Panel Alignment
Welding/Bonding
Structural
Mechanical
Occupant Safety

Paint:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Colour match
Blemishes
Gloss level
Texture finish
Paint blends
Interior colours
Sealers, Adhesives, Foams
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Calibration of Advanced Driver
Assistance Systems (ADAS)
To ensure a safe repair, IAG requires repairers to scan every vehicle fitted with safety systems for Diagnostic Trouble
Codes (DTC’s) before and after collision repairs or with windscreen replacements.
When it comes to repairing the modern-day motor vehicle, ADAS equipped vehicles may also require the sensors and/
or cameras to be calibrated.
We have introduced a stringent set of guidelines to ensure that our suppliers who are providing these services for IAG
meet our compliance obligations and hold all relevant qualifications.
We have already seen an increase in the number of ADAS calibrations performed during vehicle repairs, and this is
expected to grow as ADAS technology becomes more common and new motor vehicle models are released.

DTC Scan

Scan the vehicle prior to any repairs
being commenced

If required, a Wheel Alignment
is carried out

Wheel Alignment

Calibration

Road Test

Undertake calibration as required by
the vehicle manufacturer
Drive the vehicle to make sue
everything is working correctly and no
DTC has been recorded
Scan the vehicle after
completion to confirm all systems
are operating correctly

DTC Scan

Report
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Calibration and DTC records saved
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Property Repair

Property Repair
Quality Snapshot

Significant weather events
and COVID-19 restrictions
continue to be a challenge,
however our commitment to
Quality Assurance & Safety is
unwavering.
From record floods to tornados, we continued
to be tested by severe weather events that
impacted our customers and resulted in a
significant number of claims. Our teams have
shown dedication and resilience to help our
customers and their communities in their
time of need.

Keeping our customers safe during the
COVID-19 pandemic also remained a priority.
We increased our use of video based
Virtual Assist technology which provides
an alternative to a physical assessment of
a property. This results in a more efficient
claims process and a reduced COVID-19
exposure risk for our customers, employees
and partner suppliers.

Quality Report Card Definitions
Quality inspections
Detailed inspections performed
by our Home Assessor or Auditors
of building repairs.
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Quality issue
Repair issue requiring slight or
minimal rework through poor
repairs compromising
the condition of the work.

Safety issue
Any situation at the property
posing a human safety risk,
that is found to be unresolved.

Partner Repairer
A repairer/supplier who
has been appointed as a
preferred repairer by IAG.
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Quality Inspections
FY 2020 – 2021

2,867

Number of
quality inspections

9.61%

Quality inspections as
a % of authorised repairs

36
Number of potential
safety issues
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127

Number of quality
issues logged
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Property Quality Improvement Initiatives
Codafication Virtual Assist

IAG continues to support
customers with property
repair claims with Virtual
Assist technology.
Virtual Assist has been rolled out
across IAG Assessing and with our
partners to provide a non-contact
assessment solution which has
gained momentum since the start
of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The ability to have “virtual”
assessments has greatly increased
our ability to service our customers
during lockdown restrictions and
when we are experiencing high
claim volumes, such as during
severe weather events.
IAG Property Assessing completed
1,047 assessments with Virtual
Assist technology in the 2020/21
financial year.
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Our customers have rated the
Virtual Assist experience greater
than 9/10.
Additional Training in the Virtual
Assist technology has been rolled
out to Suppliers by the Model
Performance Coaching and
Training Specialists.
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Make Safe Roofing Solutions

IAG has partnered with MakeSafe Tarping, to provide our
customers with a superior and innovative roofing solution
to protect their homes. MakeSafe Tarping is a flexible
material that contours to the roof, offering an unequaled
alternative to traditional tarpaulins.
MakeSafe Tarping was introduced to our Property
Repairers in October 2020. We’ve had great results and
feedback with the use of the product on our customers’
roofs, especially during severe weather events. MakeSafe
Tarping was used extensively by our Property Repairers
in Springfield Lakes, Queensland, after the Hailstorm
in October 2020 and after Tropical Cyclone Seroja, in
Western Australia, in 2021.
MakeSafe Tarping has two types of tarpaulins on offer.
The white product is used for traditional roof tarping and
the clear option is designed to be used in areas where
skylights are installed.
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Our repairers have embraced the use of MakeSafe Tarping
as the product secures the property which has alleviated
the need to reattend to resecure tarps that have lifted,
and prevents further damage to the home. Our customers
are also happy as they feel assured knowing their home
is secure and will not sustain secondary damage from
subsequent severe weather.
The pictures above and below show the difference
between traditional tarpaulins and the innovative white
and clear MakeSafe tarpaulins.
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Helping our customers through
severe weather events
In March 2021, heavy rainfall and flash flooding affected many areas of Southeast Queensland,
the NSW Mid North Coast, and Western Sydney.
We responded swiftly, bringing in extra resources to help ensure our customers were safe and to support them
with their claims. We worked closely with our partner builders to ensure our customers properties were safe
and to arrange repairs as quickly as possible.
The NRMA Insurance helicopter was made available to emergency authorities to help evacuate people from
their homes who had been cut off by floodwater. The helicopter typically assists during bushfires but can
be repurposed to help during other major weather events.
It was also recently deployed to the floods in northern New South Wales, transporting SES volunteer rescue teams
and essential supplies to isolated communities and providing critical flood intelligence across affected areas.
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IAG Corporate Communications
corporateaffairs@iag.com.au
+61 02 9292 9742

We make your world a safer place

Insurance Supply Chain
SupplyChainManagement@iag.com.au

